A bunch of crows land and eat some tomatoes!
How many crows are there in the picture?
How many whole tomatoes do you see?
Some people and dogs relax under a tree.

How many blue pieces of clothing can you find?
Villagers go about their day.

How many chicklets do you see?
How many doors and windows are there?
Count up the number of treats you can see.

Count up the number of spots on the dog.
How many whole fish do you see?

How many cat tails can you find?
Count up the number of treats.
Count up the number of dog spots.

Add them together and what is the answer?
Anita goes to the beach stall to buy small fish.

How many big fish do you see?
Count up the number of fish you can see. Count up the number of dog spots and birds you can find. Add the two numbers together. What is the answer?
Let's Count!
(English)

Let's count the number of objects we can find in a picture.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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